Attachment from Candia Planning Board Meeting on 4/20/2022

Stantec Consulting Services Inc.
5 Dartmouth Drive Suite 200, Auburn NH 03032-3984

April 18, 2022
File: 195113407

Attention: Mr. Rudy Cartier, Chairman
Town of Candia Planning Board
74 High Street
Candia, NH 03034
Dear Mr. Cartier,
Reference: Tanglewood Major Subdivision – Peer Review#3
Candia Tax Map 414 Lot 152
In accordance with the request of the Town of Candia, NH Land Use Office we have reviewed the following
updated and additional information submitted by Eric C. Mitchell and Associates Inc. (ECM Inc.) for the
above referenced project received on April 18, 2022, delivered in person in conjunction with a plan review
meeting with the applicants Engineer:




Subdivision Plan set entitled Tanglewood Subdivision (previously submitted as Crowley Woods),
prepared by ECM., 17 plan sheets, last revised April 7, 2021.
Waiver request letter prepared by Eric Mitchell & Associates, Inc, dated April 7, 2022.
Response Letter to Candia Planning Board Pre-Application Review Meeting Comments, prepared
by ECM and dated April 15, 2022

The submittal was reviewed in response to a request by the Town of Candia and was reviewed for
conformance with the Site Plan Regulations (Regulations) and the Zoning Ordinance (Ordinances), as well as
other relevant local and state regulations and generally accepted engineering practice. Comments from our
May 17, 2021, November 11, 2021 and April 6, 2022 review letters that have been addressed by the additional
information have been removed, comments that remain unresolved are indicated in italics and new comments
based on the additional information provided are indicated in bold. We offer the following comments:
General Comments
1. Crowley Road currently functions as a low-volume rural road with an average of 189 vehicle trips per
day, in general, conforming with the AASHTO’s standards for Very-Low Volume Local Roads.
However, the increase in vehicle traffic from the proposed subdivision would result in the change of
classification of Crowley Road from a Very-Low Volume Local Road to an Arterial Street as defined in
Regulation Section 14.15. Based on this proposed change it is recommended the Board discuss with
Town Departments necessary upgrades to Crowley Road to meet the design standards outlined in
Regulation Section 14.15 for an Arterial Street as a result of the proposed vehicle traffic increases.
Comment not addressed. The applicant’s engineer has responded that the road will be 20 feet
of final pavement with a two-inch binder coarse where shown. These improvements do not
address the Planning Boards comment from the November 2021 Planning Board meeting, that
stated based on the proposed additional vehicle trips the road is required to be reconstructed
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to Town of Candia arterial road standards 24-foot-wide paved road with 6-foot shoulders. It is
recommended that the Board discuss this item with the applicant.
10. The project is a development of Regional Impact as defined in Regulation Section 2.14, it is our
understanding the Town of Chester, previously provided a conditional approval for the project, please
provide, for the record, all other correspondences relative to the presentation of the proposed plans to
other communities. Formal action associated with the subdivision submittal must be provided in
accordance with the requirements of Regulation Section 2.14. Comment partial addressed, SNHPC
has issued comments relative to the proposed subdivision that should be responded to by the
applicant or applicants engineer and should be considered by the Board.
20. The plans must show vehicle turning movements for a WB-67 into and out of the proposed road without
impacting other vehicles, private property, or pedestrian traffic, as specified in Regulation Section
10.06t. Additionally, turning movements should also be provided for the two existing intersections of
Crowley Road confirm that the intersections are adequate for the proposed traffic. Comment partially
addressed, the applicant’s engineer has responded that turning movements for a WB-40 have
been provided but this is a deviation from the Town’s Regulations and require a waiver.
Additionally, the turning movements show a “shaded area” but are not ‘turning movements’
for a vehicle, which typically include wheel and vehicle locations throughout the turning
movement of the vehicle.
29. The intersection grading and/or modifications of the existing intersections are not clearly defined, it is
recommended that intersection grading plans be provided to clearly specify the proposed
improvements for construction. Comment not addressed. The limits of the improvements are
specified on the plans, but no proposed grading is shown on the plans making the proposed
limits of improvements potentially unrepresentative of what is required based on the actual
required grading.
34. The Applicant previous submitted a traffic study with the previous Major Subdivision submission, the
traffic report as amended to address all comments previously received from the Town and Town’s
Engineer must be submitted for the record. Stantec provided the following comments in response to
the previously submitted traffic study, with no responses to date:
d. As discussed at the last Planning Board meeting the Application was heard the Applicant was
requested to provide an updated traffic study, to date, none has been provided as previously
discussed. Comment not addressed; the applicants engineer has responded to this
request. It is recommended that this comment be discussed by the Board.
35. Crowley Road is listed as a scenic road, all proposed tree clearing required for offsite improvements
to Crowley Road or as required for the access to Shannon Drive within Candia must be identified,
reviewed, and approved as part of the approval process. A proposed tree clearing report with the
limits of clearing, the individual trees identified to be cut down and the evaluation by an arborist is
required for any proposed tree cutting or clearing. The plans specify the removal of existing ‘dead’
trees, this classification but be formally confirmed as appropriate. Comment not addressed; no
additional information has been provided relative to this comment to date.
39. Given the proposed increases in vehicle traffic to the intersection of Crowley Road at Chester Road
it is recommended that additional pavement striping, and signage be provided to make the traffic
pattern at this intersection clearer for motorists and pedestrians. Comment not addressed; the
applicants engineer has responded that ‘this will be revisited’.
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45. As documented and discussed during the previous subdivision submission, improvements on
Crowley Road are required to be performed prior to the construction of the Tanglewood Subdivision
include the widening of the roadway and gravel shoulders, the widening of the roadway ‘clear space’
and the potential improvements to the existing drainage. The submitted plans do not specify in any
detail any of these previously discussed improvements with the Town Departments. Comment
partial addressed; improvements are described but the proposed improvements are not what
the Town has communicated as being required for the project.
51. The Crowley Road/Chester Road NHDOT Sight Distance Plan and Profile (plan sheet 9 of 17),
appears to demonstrate that there is adequate sight distance at this revised intersection location,
however, we observed that the existing sight distance at this location is limited in both directions due
to existing brush/vegetation. Comment partially addressed, the Applicant’s engineer has
indicated that sight distance easements have been obtained but must be provided for the
record and the easements must also provide access to the Town of Candia.
56. Based on the existing information it appears that a portion of the existing Crowley Road is super
elevated, given this, it is unclear on how a 2% crown will be provided on the roadway for the proposed
improvements. Comment not addressed; the Applicant’s engineer previously responded that
a 2% crown will be provided where it is existing and has since responded that a 2% crown is
not proposed and should not be required, we disagree and recommend that a crown be
provided.
57. The plans specify a 0 to 2’ gravel shoulder “when possible”, as previously discussed, this must be
revised to provide a minimum 3’ gravel shoulder and a 30-foot cleared right of way space that is free
of ledge, stone walls, trees, or other obstructions to accommodate the proposed increases in traffic
associated with the subdivision. Currently there are multiple locations along Crowley Road where is
only twenty feet of ‘clear’ ROW, which only allows for one way traffic for a snowplow to pass during
the winter and currently requires traffic to back up during plowing operations. Comment not
addressed.
62. The proposed offsite improvements to Crowley Road only specify pavement improvements but
should also evaluate and provide recommendations for the necessary upgrades to the existing
guardrail, signage, and drainage systems on Crowley Road to be in compliance with current AASHTO
standards to accommodate for the proposed increase in traffic volume. Comment not addressed.
64. As discussed during the previous Planning Board meeting, the following concerns were identified by
the Board to be addressed with the Final Plat submission by the applicant that included the following
that have not been responded to or addressed to date:
c.

Provide design improvements at the following intersections for safety. Comment partially
addresses, the limits of improvements are shown on the plans but details like
proposed contours, grading limits are still not specified on the plans.

e. Present a schedule as to when improvements would be made to Crowley Road. Comment
partially addresses, a tentative schedule is provided but should be expanded to
include additional specifics relative to the timing of the work and be included on the
plans for clarity.
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f.

Update the Traffic Study to provide traffic information during the months that school is in
session to show true traffic patterns and impacts in the area. The study should include but
not be limited to Crowley Rd, Chester Rd, Brown Rd, Patten Hill Rd, Depot Rd, Langford
Lane and Palmer Rd. Comment not addressed; the applicant has provided a letter in
response to this request. It is recommended that the Board discuss this item.

g. Provide a well yield (water supply) probability study and water source availability (report).
Comment not addressed; the applicant has submitted to the Town a Source Water
Protection Plan that was prepared by the SNHPC for the Town of Chester. This
document is not a well yield (water supply) study.
65. Plan sheet 10 of 17 shows the intersection sight distance for Shannon Drive at Crowley Road.
Based on the information provided there is insufficient sight distance to the right at this
location. Additionally, a roughly 2–3-foot cut appears to be required at this intersection to
obtain the required sight distance. It is also unclear if this proposed grading can be performed
within the limits shown and without impacts to adjacent properties.
67. The plans specify pavement reclaim and 2” base pavement for existing sections of Crowley
Road, it should be noted that these specified limits have not been confirmed as appropriate
by Stantec at this time.
These comprise our comments at this time. We invite the Engineer and Applicant to meet with us to discuss
these comments or other issues, which may affect the project. We reserve the right to make future comments
based on revisions and additional submissions.
Please call if you have any questions.
Respectfully,
Stantec Consulting Services Inc.

Bryan Ruoff PE
Project Manager / Associate
Phone: 603 854 9501
bryan.ruoff@stantec.com

Attachment:
c. Lisa Galicia, Candia Land Use Office
Kevin Gagne, Candia Land Use Office
Candia Board of Selectmen
Jeff Wuebbolt, Candia Road Agent
Mike McGillan, Candia Police Chief
Eric Mitchell, Eric C. Mitchell and Associates, Inc.
Rene LaBranche, Stantec
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ECM
Eric C. Mitchell & Associates, Inc.
Planning, Site Design, Surveying, Environmental

April 7, 2022

Candia Planning Board
Attn: Chairman, Rudy Cartier
74 High Street
Candia, NH 03034

Re:

Waiver Request
“Tanglewood Drive” – DAR Builders, LLC
Tax Map 414, Lots 152 & 152-10
Candia, New Hampshire
ECM Job No. (2)15-38

Dear Chairman:
Section 10.06u to permit turning radii to be for WB40 vehicle, where a WB40 vehicle is a
standard tractor trailer and a WB67 is a cross country sized vehicle.
Section 10.11i to not require drainage study on Crowley Road where no grading or drainage
improvements are proposed other than paving and shoulders.
Section 12.04 to permit granite bounds with magnets to be set. The bounds proposed can be
located with a metal detector if buried.
Section 14.15 to permit proposed road improvements to Crowley Road to be permitted as
proposed to include a 20 foot wide pavement with a 1 or 2 foot wide shoulder where possible and
a 1 inch shim coarse and 1 ½ inch wear coarse where proposed. The proposed design is in
compliance with AASHTO standards for the amount of traffic proposed.
Section 10.12e surety, to require cost estimate for surety to be provided prior to plan signing
where the current cost of improvements are changing regularly and the improvements have not
yet been approved. See note 18 on sheet 1.
For the purpose of acceptance of the application only, to permit outstanding comments from the
Town or Stantec to be addressed during the public hearing process.

38 So. River Road, P.O. Box 10298, Bedford, N.H. 03110
(603)627-1181 office · (603)627-0556 fax
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These waiver requests are reasonable due to the nature of the project, the purposes and objectives
will be met with the other submitted information and the public good will not be adversely
affected.
Sincerely,

Eric C. Mitchell
President

S:\WPDOCS\(2)15-38\Submission Candia 3-18-2022\Waiver Request Letter 4-7-2022.docx
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